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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

 Every weekend, thousands of  Americans 

in all parts of  the country attend local gun 

shows.  Organized by gun-owners associations or 

professional promoters, the shows offer a chance to 

browse among dozens, and sometimes hundreds, 

of  vendors.  For many Americans, gun shows are a 

family outing.  For the gun enthusiast, there are a 

huge variety of  guns – new and used long guns and 

handguns, historical curios or related accessories – 

and for the general shopper there are often other 

vendors selling clothing, books, or local crafts.  The 

vast majority of  vendors and customers at gun 

shows are law abiding citizens out to enjoy a day 

with others who share a common interest.  

 Unfortunately, gun shows are also considered 

a significant source of  guns used in crimes.  

According to ATF, 30 percent of  guns involved 

in federal illegal gun trafficking investigations are 

connected in some way to gun shows.1  In response 

to these concerns, the City of  New York launched 

an undercover investigation of  illegal sales at seven 

gun shows across three states. The investigation 

shows it is both feasible and easy for criminals to 

illegally buy guns at gun shows.

 Gun shows are a unique marketplace for guns 

because they feature sales from two types of  vendors 

– federal firearm licensees (FFLs) and private 

sellers.  By law, FFLs include anyone who sells guns 

professionally – at a gun store, a pawn shop, from 

their home, or at a gun show.   Private sellers are 

individuals who are not “engaged in the business” 

but who may make “occasional sales” from their 

“personal collection.”2  FFLs and private sellers 

are subject to different federal standards regarding 

gun sales, most importantly regarding background 

checks and recordkeeping.3  FFLs are required to 

check every buyer in the National Instant Criminal 

Background Check System (NICS) to prevent sales 

to felons, domestic violence misdemeanants or other 

federal categories of  prohibited purchasers.  NICS 

checks are done over the phone and are generally 

instantaneous.4  FFLs are also required to maintain 

the paperwork that connects each gun sold to its 

buyer.  These requirements are designed to keep 

guns out of  the hands of  prohibited purchasers and 

prevent gun trafficking by allowing law enforcement 

to trace guns recovered in crime to their original 

point of  sale.

 In contrast, because private sellers are presumed 

to be occasional sellers or hobbyists, they are under 

minimal regulation.  They are not required to run 

background checks or keep records of  their gun 

sales.  However, even though federal law exempts 

private sales from background checks, it is still a felony 

for private sellers to sell to an individual they “know” 

or “have reason to believe” is a prohibited purchaser.5  

Private sellers’ exemption from background checks 

and recordkeeping is often referred to as the “gun 

show loophole.”  Even though this exemption applies 

regardless of  where private sales take place, gun shows 

form a central market for prohibited purchasers to 

connect with private sellers who make anonymous gun 

sales.  

 Federal law enforcement agencies have 

repeatedly expressed concerns about the impact 

of  the gun show loophole on crime.  According 

to a 1999 report by the Justice and Treasury 

Departments, “gun shows leave a major loophole 

in the regulation of  firearms sales” because they 

“provide a large market where criminals can 

shop for firearms anonymously.”6  ATF has said 

“[gun] shows provide a ready supply of  firearms 
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to prohibited persons, gangs, violent criminals, and 

illegal firearms traffickers.”7  Presidents Bill Clinton, 

George W. Bush, and Barack Obama have all called 

for the end of  private sales without instant background 

checks at gun shows.8  

 In addition to concerns about private sales 

at gun shows, ATF has noted that even FFLs who 

sell firearms at gun shows are a source of  illegally 

trafficked guns.  In 1999, the Departments of  Justice 

and Treasury and ATF reported that 34 percent of  

the investigations connected to gun shows involved 

licensed dealers.9  According to ATF’s report, FFLs 

at gun shows committed numerous federal crimes, 

including selling to out-of-state residents, selling 

without a background check, and engaging in straw 

purchases.10  A straw purchase – a federal felony – 

occurs when a dealer allows someone to fill out the 

paperwork and undergo the background check, but 

that person is not the actual buyer of  the gun.  

 With no records of  private sales at gun shows, 

it is almost impossible to know the exact extent of  

criminal activity that occurs there.11  In fact, there 

are no definitive answers to many basic questions one 

might ask about gun shows: the number of  gun shows 

in America; how many guns are sold at gun shows; or 

how many private sellers operate at gun shows.  The 

very aspects of  gun shows that make them attractive 

to criminals – the lack of  background checks and 

recordkeeping – also make it impossible to gather 

comprehensive information about undocumented 

sales that occur at those shows.  

 To shed light on the practices of  firearms 

sellers at gun shows, the City of  New York launched 

an undercover investigation of  illegal sales.  The 

investigation covered seven gun shows spread across 

three states: Nevada, Ohio, and Tennessee.  Working 

undercover, agents conducted “integrity tests” of  47 

sellers – both licensed dealers and private sellers – by 

simulating illegal gun sales at gun shows. 

The investigation sought 
answers to two questions:

Question 1: Would private sellers sell 

guns to people who said they probably 

could not pass a background check?

Question 2: Would licensed dealers sell 

guns to people who appear to be straw 

purchasers? 

Results

63 percent of  private sellers approached by • 
investigators failed the integrity test by selling to 

a purchaser who said he probably could not pass 

a background check; some private sellers failed 

this test multiple times at multiple shows.12

Total Sellers

Sellers That 
Passed 
Integrity Test

Sellers That 
Failed
Integrity Tests

Percent of  Sellers 
That Failed 
Integrity Tests

47 12 35 74%
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94 percent of  licensed dealers approached by • 
investigators failed the integrity test by selling to 

apparent straw purchasers.

In total, 35 out of  47 sellers approached by • 
investigators completed sales to people 

who appeared to be criminals or straw 

purchasers.

 Investigators also observed that some private 

sellers appeared to be illegally “engaged in the 

business” of  selling firearms without a license, 

including a seller who sold to investigators at three 

different shows and who acknowledged selling 348 

assault rifles in just under one year – for approximately 

$174,000 in revenue.

Proposed Solutions

 Gun shows are popular weekend attractions.  

But additional steps can be taken by Congress and 

federal law enforcement to both preserve gun shows 

as a place to legally buy and sell guns and help prevent 

illegal sales to criminals and gun traffickers.

Close the gun show loophole.•   Federal law 

should require background checks and records 

for all sales by private sellers at gun shows.  

Increase enforcement of  existing • 
laws.  ATF should increase its enforcement 

efforts at gun shows by regularly conducting 

integrity tests of  licensed and private sellers, 

investigating private sellers engaged in the 

business of  selling guns without a license, and 

identifying whether recovered crime guns were 

purchased at gun shows. Congress should assist 

these efforts by providing additional resources 

to ATF.

  By closing the gun show loophole and enhancing 

enforcement, the federal government can dramatically 

reduce the criminal activity at gun shows that arms 

criminals and threatens public safety.
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 There is no definitive count of  the number 

of  gun shows held each year.  Some estimates put 

the number at approximately 2,000 and others 

at more than 5,000 annually.13  These shows are 

frequently held over a weekend, draw crowds of  

2,500 to 15,000, and typically feature thousands of  

guns on-display.14  At some of  the larger gun shows, 

over 1,000 guns can be sold in a single weekend.15  

Nationwide, gun shows make up a multi-billion 

dollar industry.16

 Though some shows are held by local gun 

collectors’ organizations, many are run by 

commercial promoters.  They are held in both 

civic and private venues including fairgrounds, 

convention centers, hotels, casinos, and armories.  

Gun sellers rent tables from promoters for a fee 

generally ranging from $20 to $145 per table and 

from $200 to $400 per booth.17  The size of  shows 

can vary greatly, from only 50 tables to over 2,000.18  

Many shows are open to the public and have free 

admission while others have a small entrance fee 

of  $5 to $50.19

 Typically, a wide variety of  guns and other 

weapons are on sale at gun shows.  Sellers offer 

both second-hand and new in-the-box handguns, 

shotguns, rifles, and “curio or relic” firearms.20  

Some vendors simply sell accessories, such as 

holsters, targets, ammunition, or clothing.  Other 

vendors sell merchandise unrelated to firearms, 

including food, western-themed souvenirs, and 

books often about political and cultural topics.  

 The majority of  gun shows are family-friendly 

events attended by law-abiding citizens who 

legally buy and sell guns and other merchandise.  

Unfortunately, because gun shows are home to 

a secondary market of  unregulated gun sales by 

private sellers, gun shows have been found to be 

major sources of  crime guns.  In 1999, a joint 

review of  gun shows by the ATF and the Treasury 

and Justice Departments reported that “ATF 

investigations paint a disturbing picture of  gun 

shows as a venue for criminal activity and a source 

of  firearms used in crimes.”21  The report concluded 

that over a largely two-year period, 54,000 illegally 

trafficked guns were linked to gun shows and flea 

markets.22  ATF found multiple cases of  illegal sales 

of  guns, felons possessing guns, and guns involved 

in subsequent crimes such as homicide and armed 

robbery.23

Background Checks and Other 
Restrictions on Licensed 
Dealers

 In the United States, felons, illegal aliens, 

persons adjudicated mentally ill or incompetent, 

and people convicted of  domestic violence crimes, 

among others, are prohibited from purchasing 

firearms.24  Prior to 1993, firearms dealers had no 

way to screen purchasers to make sure they did not 

fall into one of  these categories.  Congress closed 

this gap in 1993 by passing the Brady Handgun 

Violence Protection Act.25  Under the Brady Act, all 

federally licensed dealers (FFLs) –  which include 

all gun stores and anyone who sells guns as a profit-

making enterprise – must conduct background 

checks on all prospective firearms purchasers.26  

 Under the Brady Act, if  a purchaser buys a gun 

from an FFL, the purchaser is required to complete 

Form 4473 certifying that he is not a prohibited 
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person and that he is the actual buyer of  the gun.  

The dealer then runs the purchaser’s background 

check through the National Instant Criminal 

Background Check System (NICS), which resolves 

these checks instantaneously over 90 percent of  

the time.27  In the last decade, NICS has been used 

to process over 105 million background checks and 

has blocked more than 720,000 sales from licensed 

dealers to felons and other prohibited persons.28  

 Dealers also must comply with laws and 

regulations that help law enforcement trace guns 

recovered in crime to their original point of  sale.  

After completing a sale, a dealer is required to 

keep a copy of  the purchaser’s Form 4473, which 

captures the serial number of  the purchased 

gun and connects it to the buyer.29  If  a gun is 

recovered in a crime, ATF can ask the dealer to 

check that paperwork and disclose who bought the 

gun, which helps law enforcement solve crimes and 

identify traffickers.  Licensed dealers are required 

to respond to such a “trace request” immediately, or 

no later than 24 hours.30  In 2008, ATF attempted 

to trace 247,582 guns, including guns used in 

murders, armed robberies, and drug crimes.31

 In addition to background check and 

recordkeeping requirements, licensed dealers 

cannot allow someone to fill out the paperwork 

and undergo a background check if  the dealer 

knows the person is not the actual buyer.  This is 

called a “straw purchase,” and it is a federal felony.  

The straw purchase is a common method used by 

prohibited persons to avoid detection.  In 2000, 

ATF reviewed its gun-trafficking investigations and 

found that “straw purchasers represent a significant 

overall crime and public safety problem.”  Of  those 

investigations, 46 percent involved straw purchasers 

who were connected to over 26,000 illegally 

trafficked guns.32  According to the FBI, straw 

purchases often involve a trafficker accompanying 

the straw buyer and paying for the gun while 

the straw buyer completes the paperwork.33  In a 

successful straw purchase, the actual buyer, who 

could be a prohibited person, trafficker, or both, 

is never linked to the gun, and both the trafficker 

and the straw purchaser have committed a federal 

felony.34  The dealer has also broken the law if  he or 

she knew the straw purchase was taking place.35 

   

“Engaged in the Business”

 Federal law recognizes two types of  people 

who sell firearms:  FFLs who are “engaged in the 

business” of  selling firearms and private sellers 

who may make occasional sales from their personal 

collection.36  There is no definitive statistic on what 

percentage of  gun show sellers are private sellers.  

Studies have estimated that 25 percent to 50 

percent of  gun show sellers are private.37  However, 

at the gun shows observed in this investigation, the 

majority of  firearms sellers – 69 percent – were 

private, unlicensed sellers.38

 Because the law presumes private sellers only 

make occasional sales, private sellers are under 

minimal regulation and are exempt from the 

requirements to run background checks and keep 

records of  sales.  They cannot, however, sell guns 

to people they have reason to believe are prohibited 

purchasers,39 residents of  other states,40 or (in the 

case of  handguns) minors.41  The chart below 
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illustrates which regulations apply to private sellers 

and which apply only to licensed dealers.

 The definition of  “engaged in the business” of  

selling firearms is found in legislation passed in 1986.42  

This legislation defines “engaged in the business” as 

repeatedly selling guns for the purpose of  profit.43  The 

legislation also introduced exceptions for “occasional 

sales” and selling from a “personal collection.”44  

These “needlessly complex” exceptions make the law 

against “engaging in the business” without a license 

difficult to enforce.45  ATF has said the legal standard 

“often frustrates the prosecution of  people who supply 

guns to felons and other prohibited persons.”46  

 Even though this law can be difficult to enforce, it 

is clear that some private sellers cross the line.  While 

there is no definitive standard, courts have looked for 

Regulation Designed to Prevent Gun Crime

Licensed 

Dealers

Private

Sellers

Dealer must conduct a background check to make sure 
the prospective purchaser is not a prohibited person. !

Dealer must keep records of  gun sales, 
including the serial number of  the gun in 
case the gun is recovered in a crime.

!

Dealer must make sure the prospective purchaser is the 
actual buyer of  the gun and not a “straw purchaser.” !

Dealer must respond to ATF’s inquiries about 
guns recovered at crime scenes by checking 
records to see who purchased them and when.

!

Dealer must report to ATF if  the same 
person buys more than one gun within five 
business days – a key sign of  trafficking.

!

Dealer is subject to ATF inspections to confirm 
that records are being kept as required. !

Seller cannot sell to a person they have 
reason to believe is a prohibited person. ! !

Seller may not sell to residents of  other states. ! !

Seller may not sell to people below minimum age. ! !
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several key indicia to determine whether defendants 

are unlawfully “engaged in the business” of  selling 

firearms without a license: 

 Hiring employees, advertising or using professional 

signs or premises may also suggest substantial 

investment of  time and a profit motive.47  In February 

of  this year, a U.S. District Court grand jury indicted 

Gary Russell and his son, Nicholas Russell, for selling 

guns illegally.48  According to the indictment, although 

they called themselves private sellers, the duo engaged 

in more than 200 gun sales in 2007 and 2008 at 

gun shows, flea markets, and occasionally from their 

home.49  In September of  this year, ATF announced 

that a Florida man pled guilty to engaging in the 

business without a license after admitting that he sold 

over 400 firearms during a fifteen-year period.50  

The Gun Show Loophole

 The term “gun show loophole” is often used 

to describe the fact that federal law allows private 

sellers to sell firearms without background checks or 

recordkeeping.  While private sellers are exempt from 

running background checks no matter where they 

make the sale, this loophole is associated with gun 

shows because they are a large and central marketplace 

where these private sellers can easily connect with 

purchasers who wish to avoid detection.  

 In its 1999 report, ATF concluded that 30 percent 

of  guns involving federal illegal trafficking investigations 

are connected to gun shows.51  ATF reported that the 

gun show loophole creates an environment where 

criminals can easily and anonymously purchase 

firearms from private sellers:  “Gun shows leave a 

major loophole in the regulation of  firearms sales” 

and “provide a large market where criminals can shop 

for firearms anonymously. Unlicensed sellers have no 

way of  knowing whether they are selling to a violent 

felon or someone who intends to illegally traffic guns 

on the streets to juveniles or gangs.”52

 ATF has also observed illegal activity by licensed 

dealers at gun shows:  “unscrupulous gun dealers 

can use these free-flowing markets to hide their off-

the-book sales. While most gun show sellers are 

honest and law-abiding, it only takes a few to transfer 

large numbers of  firearms into dangerous hands.”53  

Research has suggested that certain FFLs may be more 

likely to violate background check requirements and 

participate in straw sales at gun shows than in retail 

stores, in part because of  the competition they face 

from private sellers.54  According to ATF, 34 percent 

of  trafficking investigations connected to gun shows 

involved licensed dealers55 that participated in straw 

Indicia Often 

Considered by Courts

Engaged 

in the 

Business?

Selling numerous guns51

!

Selling guns regularly52

!

Selling guns for profit53

!

Buying and reselling guns 

within a short period of  time54 
!

Repeated sales of  guns with 

price tags55
!

Selling new guns in their 

original packaging56
!
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sales, sold guns without a background check, and sold 

to out-of-state residents, among other illegal business 

practices.56  

Crime Connected to Gun Shows

 By ATF’s own account, “it is difficult to determine 

the precise extent of  criminal activities at gun shows,”57  

in part because many gun sales at gun shows occur 

without background checks or recordkeeping.  Despite 

this, gun shows have been linked to crimes in several 

well-known incidents.

Gun shows linked to Columbine: • On 

April 20, 1999, Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold 

entered Columbine High School with four 

firearms, killing a teacher and twelve students 

and injuring twenty-three additional students.  

All four guns were bought at gun shows from 

private sellers.  Because they were too young to 

purchase a gun, Harris and Klebold convinced 

Robyn Anderson, an 18-year old senior, to assist 

them.58   In a statement to the Colorado House 

Judiciary Committee, Anderson reported “I wish 

it would have been more difficult.  I wouldn’t 

have helped them buy the guns if  I had faced a 

criminal background check.”59 

Gun shows linked to terrorists:•  In 2001, 

Ali Boumelhem was caught attempting to ship to 

Hezbollah a shipment containing ammunition, 

shotguns, parts of  AR-15 assault rifles, flash 

suppressors, and speed loaders.60  He and his 

brother Mohamed had purchased the arsenal 

of  weapons from Michigan gun shows.61  Other 

investigations have linked gun shows to potential 

terrorists in Florida and Texas.62

Gun shows linked to Mexican drug-• 
trafficking cartels:  ATF reported that 

between 2004 and 2006, the Phoenix field 

division conducted surveillance operations at 

eight gun shows in Phoenix, Yuma, and Tucson, 

Arizona, and Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Suspected traffickers were later stopped at the 

border. ATF reported “those operations alone 

resulted in 13 arrests, 3 convictions, and 193 

seizures of  illegally purchased firearms.”63  ATF 

Assistant Director for Field Operations William 

Hoover said in Congressional testimony on 

February 7, 2008 that “the increased incidence 

of  firearms trafficking to Mexico (from the U.S.) 

is influenced by,” in part, “a readily accessible 

source of  firearms and ammunition originating 

in mostly the secondary market such as gun 

shows, flea markets, and private sales.”64

Gun shows linked to street crime: • ATF’s 

two-year investigation into illegal sales at gun 

shows and flea markets in Alabama resulted in 

the arrest of  11 individuals and the seizure of  

more than 700 firearms in 2007.  ATF estimated 

this group had trafficked approximately 70,000 

firearms over the past several decades.  These 

individuals had sold 267 guns that were connected 

to several crimes, including homicides, robberies, 

assaults, and drug and sex crimes. One of  the 

guns was used in the attempted murder of  a 

Chicago police officer.  Another was involved in 

a murder-for-hire scheme in New York City.65
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 New York City’s investigation attempted to 

document illegal sales at gun shows.  Investigators 

conducted undercover integrity tests of  licensed and 

private sellers at seven gun shows in Ohio, Tennessee, 

and Nevada – each of  which is among the 15 states that 

supply crime guns trafficked across state lines at the 

highest rates.66  The integrity tests were designed to see 

if  private sellers would sell to someone they believed 

couldn’t pass a background check, and to see if  FFLs 

would sell to someone who appeared to be a straw 

purchaser.  In choosing which gun shows to attend, 

the City looked for shows that took place from May 

through August 2009 in diverse geographical areas.  

To narrow the field, the City considered the following 

criteria: reports from former law enforcement officers, 

federal prosecutions for straw buying and trafficking, 

and proximity to urban areas experiencing gang 

violence.   The chart below catalogues the shows where 

investigators conducted integrity tests, their location, 

and the dates investigators attended them.  

Date Attended Location Venue

Federal 

Firearm 

Licensees 

at the 

Gun Show

Private 

Firearms 

Sellers at 

the Gun 

Show

Approx.

No. of  

Tables at 

the Gun 

Show

May 2-3, 2009 Trotwood, OH Hara Arena 10 23 400

May 16-17, 2009 Niles, OH Eastwood Expo Center 19 50 500

May 30-31, 2009 Sharonville, OH
Sharonville 

Convention Center
23 25 280

June 27-28, 2009 Smyrna, TN Tennessee Expo Center 17 41 470

July 11-12, 2009 Columbus, OH Westland Mall 13 37 390

Aug. 8-9, 2009 Nashville, TN
Tennessee State 

Fairgrounds
17 16 380

Aug. 16-18, 2009 Reno, NV Grand Sierra Casino 42 120 1280
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The Investigators

 A team of  40 private investigators supervised by the 

global firm, Kroll, Inc. worked for four months to capture 

video of  gun shows.  Licensed as private investigators in 

17 different states, these men and women have more than 

460 years of  combined law enforcement experience and 

included many retired federal agents and police officers.  

Participants were chosen based on their prior experience 

conducting undercover operations and performance 

in carefully constructed simulation exercises.  Every 

investigator who participated in the integrity tests was 

required to complete an intensive training designed and 

administered by Kroll.  Investigators were also taught 

how to properly use sophisticated video and audio 

recording devices.  Cameras were concealed in baseball 

hats and purses and had lenses no larger than the tip 

of  a ballpoint pen.  The synchronized audio recording 

devices were concealed in watches.

Sellers Approached in the 
Investigation
 

 New York City’s investigation focused on two types 

of  sellers:  private sellers and licensed dealers.  On 

the first day of  each gun show, investigators did their 

homework, just as a sophisticated trafficker would, by 

observing business practices at the gun shows.

Private Sellers• :  Investigators chose private 

sellers to approach by looking for visual signs 

of  engaging in the business without a license, 

including those selling large numbers of  guns, 

those who appeared at multiple shows, and those 

selling guns with price tags and new in-the-box 

guns. Investigators also took note of  conversations 

that private sellers had with customers and other 

sellers.  They focused in particular on statements 

that the seller buys guns for resale, is reselling guns 

shortly after purchase, buys and sells a lot of  guns, 

makes a lot of  money on gun transactions, goes to 

gun shows frequently, or that additional kinds of  

guns other than those displayed are available. 

Licensed Dealers• :  Investigators chose FFLs to 

approach by watching for transactions exhibiting 

tell-tale signs of  straw purchases.  They also looked 

for licensed dealers engaging in business practices 

that rendered them vulnerable targets for gun 

traffickers, such as intermingling their private 

collections with their regular merchandise and 

employing a division of  labor in which one clerk 

focuses on selling to customers while a completely 

different clerk oversees the paperwork.

The Integrity Tests

The Private Seller Integrity Test

 Even though private sellers are not required to run 

NICS background checks, federal law bars them from 

selling guns to people they have reason to believe are 

prohibited purchasers.  The purpose of  the integrity 

test was to simulate a sale by a private seller to a person 

the seller would have reason to believe is a prohibited 

purchaser.  The attempted purchases were designed 

to proceed in four stages.  First, the undercover would 

establish that the seller is not a license-holder by asking 

“Are you a licensed guy?”  The undercover would then 

express an interest in purchasing a particular firearm 

by asking about stopping power, concealability, or by 

dry-firing the weapon.  After agreeing on a price, the 

undercover would signal to the prospective seller that 

the purchaser may fall within a prohibited category 
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under the Brady Law by saying he probably couldn’t 

pass a background check.  Finally, the undercover 

would complete the transaction by buying the gun.  

Each investigator was trained to follow this basic 

script to maintain uniformity among the undercover 

operations: 

The FFL Integrity Test

 In the second simulation, investigators tested 

whether FFLs at gun shows would sell to an individual 

who appeared to be a straw purchaser.  Each FFL 

integrity test involved two investigators, both of  whom 

were equipped with hidden video and audio recording 

devices.  One male investigator (the “Principal”) played 

the role of  a person who wanted to purchase a handgun 

but who appeared to be precluded from doing so for an 

unstated reason.  One female investigator (the “Straw”) 

played the role of  a straw purchaser who appeared 

to be buying the handgun on behalf  of  the Principal.  

This scenario is typical of  the straw purchases described 

by ATF and the National Shooting Sports Foundation, 

a firearms industry group, in their training program.  

That program, “Don’t Lie for the Other Guy,” was 

designed to teach licensed dealers how to spot straw 

purchases.  Investigators were trained to follow these 

basic guidelines in conducting FFL integrity tests:

Training Document68

Stage 1 Introduction: The 

investigator posing as a gun 

trafficker (the “Principal”) engages 

the dealer in conversation about 

the guns, such as asking about 

the comparative price, ammunition 

capacity, and stopping power of 

several options. While the Principal 

is speaking with the dealer, the 

female investigator posing as the 

straw purchaser (the “Straw”) is in 

another area of the gun show some 

distance from the Principal.  The 

Straw does not approach the dealer or 

engage in a discussion about the gun. 

Stage 2 Making the Purchase: When the 

Straw can see or hear a deal being 

finalized between the dealer and the 

Principal, the straw approaches the 

table where the dealer is selling 

guns. Without necessarily initiating 

any conversation with the dealer, 

the Straw begins to fill out the 

paperwork.  The Straw produces a 

valid in-state driver’s license 

and completes the paperwork. The 

Principal should pay for the gun by 

putting money on the table and, after 

the sale is complete, the Principal 

should walk away with the gun. 

Stage 3 Possession of the Gun: The 

Principal subsequently returns the 

gun to the female investigator posing 

as the Straw, who retains permanent 

possession and ownership of it. 

Training Document67

Stage 1: “Are you a licensed guy?” 

If the seller denies having a license, 

the Undercover will proceed to Stage 2.  

Stage 2: “So no background 

check, right?”

If the seller answers in the negative, 

the Undercover will proceed to Stage 3.

Stage 3: “That’s good because I 

probably couldn’t pass one.”

Stage 4: Consummate the cash purchase 

of a handgun or assault weapon.
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Question 1: Would 

private sellers sell guns 

to people who said they 

probably could not pass a 

background check?

 Federal law states that it is illegal for anyone to sell a 

gun to someone they “know” or “have reasonable cause 

to believe” is a prohibited purchaser.  The City’s integrity 

test found private sellers would willingly sell to someone 

who said they probably could not pass a background 

check.  Based on video evidence, it appears that 19 out 

of  30 private sellers (63 percent) sold guns illegally.

 Two private sellers were seen at multiple shows. 

One failed the integrity test two times, and one failed 

three times, making the failure rate for integrity 

tests even higher. Out of  33 tests, there were 22 

failures – a failure rate of  67 percent. In total, 20 

semi-automatic handguns and 2 assault rifles were 

purchased from private sellers, with prices ranging 

from $100 to $900.

City

Total 
Private Seller 
Integrity Tests

Passed 
Integrity Tests

Failed 
Integrity Tests

Percent of  
Integrity 
Tests Failed

Trotwood, OH 2 0 2 100%

Niles, OH 7 4 3 43%

Sharonville, OH 6 2 4 67%

Smyrna, TN 4 2 2 50%

Columbus, OH 6 1 5 83%

Nashville, TN 3 1 2 67%

Reno, NV 5 1 4 80%

TOTALS 33 11 22 67%

Outcomes of  Private Seller Integrity Tests

Total 

Private 

Sellers 

Tested

Private 

Sellers That 

Passed 

Integrity 

Test

Private 

Sellers 

That Failed 

Integrity 

Tests

Percent of  

Private Sellers 

That Failed 

Integrity Test

30 11 19 63%
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Some private sellers obeyed the law

 Even though many private sellers failed the integrity 

test, when faced with this same scenario, 11 of  the 30 

private sellers (37 percent) terminated the sale because 

they recognized it as illegal.  A private seller in Columbus, 

OH explained, “I mean even as a private citizen, I’m 

allowed a certain latitude, but once you say that, I’m kind 

of  obligated not to.”  Another seller in Smyrna, TN stated 

“Fact is, you done told me too much.  I wouldn’t sell one 

to you at all.”  Other private sellers simply declined, with 

comments such as “I’ll have to pass” or “I can’t help you 

then.”  These actions show that many private sellers are 

aware of, and follow, the law that prohibits the sale of  

guns to persons who could not pass a background check.

Other Conclusions

Many private sellers made light of  the fact 

that investigators appeared to be prohibited 

purchasers.

 Many sellers who failed the integrity test 

minimized investigators’ statements that they 

probably could not pass a background check.  Sellers 

responded “I couldn’t pass one either” or “I don’t 

care.”  Some private sellers confirmed that, unlike 

a sale by a licensed dealer, the background check 

would not stop them from selling the gun: “This is an 

individual sale.  Breathe deep.”  “No tax. No charges. 

Nothing… These are just private party sales.”  Sellers 

even said “Have you been bad?” or “Don’t tell me 

that,” but then completed the sale.

Almost all private sellers seemed to know laws 

prohibiting out-of-state sales.

 While sellers were willing to sell to someone who 

probably couldn’t pass a background check, most 

seemed to be aware that they are prohibited from 

selling to people they have reason to believe are not 

residents of  their own state.69  Investigators observed 

that 29 of  the 30 sellers (97 percent) asked to see a 

driver’s license.  Sellers exerted varying degrees of  

effort to avoid interstate sales – some took the license, 

while others asked that the agent just “flash it” or 

said “just show me that you have one.”  Two sellers 

referenced the fact that ATF or “the feds” had enforced 

this requirement at gun shows and in the words of  one 

seller, “we don’t know who’s watching.”    
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Failing the Private Seller Integrity Test
It is a federal felony for anyone to sell a gun to someone they “know” or “have reason to believe” is a prohibited purchaser.  While 

trying to buy a gun, investigators told private sellers that they “probably could not pass a background check.”  19 of  30 sellers were 

willing to finish the sale.  Below are excerpts from the transcript of  one illegal sale involving two private sellers working as partners 

at a gun show in Sharonville, OH on May 31, 2009.  The investigator bought a semi-automatic Kel-Tec .380 for $399.

INVESTIGATOR (I): (reading) Private collection, no paperwork?

SELLER #1 (S1): Yes, sir.
I: Does that mean no background check and all that?

S1: Right….Yeah, just cash and carry.
I: That’s good, cause I probably couldn’t pass one of  those, anyhow.

S1: [Laughs] […]
I: What I need, is, one shot: I don’t have to worry about him 

getting back up.

S1: Yeah, that’s – most people like the 45s for that principle.  

S2: (after approaching) Private collection. No tax, no 
paperwork.
I: OK, so no background check?

S2: No.
I: Alright, good. I probably couldn’t pass one.

S2: [Laughs]
I: One of  those things, you know?

S2: I hear you. Yeah.

I: Alright, let’s do it.

S2: OK, buddy.
I: Who…who gets the cash?  Who’s the lucky man?

S2: He gets the money.
I: Alright.

S1: I get the money he makes the change.
S2: Yeah
I: Alright.  One..Two..Three...Four.  Alright?

S1: Yes sir.

I: Take $375?

S1: Uh….let me check….  No. $399 is the bottom.
SELLER #2 (S2, right): That’s a great deal there.  
That’s a $150 laser.
I: What’s that?

S2: The laser’s $150 alone.
I: Oh..OK

" Investigator Tells First Partner That He 
Probably Couldn’t Pass Background Check 
and Tests a Gun

# Investigator Discusses the Price With 
Both Partners

$ Investigator Tells Second Partner 
That He Probably Couldn’t Pass a 
Background Check

% Private Sellers Complete the Sale
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Passing the Private Seller Integrity Test
Faced with this same integrity test, 11 of  30 sellers obeyed the law and stopped the transaction.  Below are excerpts from the 

transcript of  one such private seller at a gun show in Columbus, OH on July 12, 2009.

INVESTIGATOR (I): How you doing?

SELLER (S): Hey
I: I was wandering around a little bit yesterday, um…Looking 

for something with stopping power – you have anything you can 

suggest, at a like at a lower price, like a 9 or a 45?

S: Depends on how much stopping power you want….
I: Well…

S: What capacity you want… 

I: You a licensed guy?

S: Hmm?
I: Are you a licensed guy?

S: No. Just a private seller.
I: You do background checks?

S: No.
I: Well, that’s good – ‘cause I probably couldn’t pass one

S: Well why wouldn’t you be able to pass one?
I: Oh I just wouldn’t

S: I mean, even as a private citizen, I’m kind of  allowed 
a certain latitude.  But once you say that, then I’m kind 
of  obligated not to.
I: Alright. I didn’t know – I don’t know what the rule is. I just…

was going to buy that for $350, but…If  you’re not allowed to…

S: Well, if  you’re basically telling me that you wouldn’t 
pass a background check, then I wouldn’t be allowed to.
I: Alright, well I don’t want to jam you up or anything, I just…

S: Yeah, well, I think that’s what the rules are.

I: Can I see that one, please?

S: Sure.
I: This just come with the one mag?

S: Yes

" Investigator Discusses Guns with 
Vendor and Tests a Gun

# Investigator Tests a Gun

$ Investigator Says He Probably Could 
Not Pass a Background Check

% Private Seller Stops the Sale
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Question 2: Would licensed 

dealers sell guns to people 

who appear to be straw 

purchasers?

 ATF found that some FFLs at gun shows 

facilitate gun trafficking by engaging in illegal sales 

practices, including straw purchases – a common 

method of  avoiding background checks and a 

significant source of  illegally diverted guns.  This 

may be because of  the competition posed by private 

sellers who are free to complete sales without 

background checks and recordkeeping.  The City 

investigated whether FFLs at gun shows would 

complete a straw sale.  The investigation found that 

16 of  17 (94 percent) of  federally-licensed dealers 

approached by investigators at gun shows willingly 

sold to an apparent straw purchaser.70  In total, 

investigators bought 16 semi-automatic handguns 

ranging in price from $169 to $491.

City
Total 
FFLs Tested

FFLs that 
Passed 
Integrity Tests

FFLs that 
Failed 
Integrity Tests

% of  FFLs 
That Failed 
Integrity Test

Trotwood, OH 2 0 2 100%

Niles, OH 3 1 2 67%

Sharonville, OH 3 0 3 100%

Smyrna, TN 4 0 4 100%

Columbus, OH 1 0 1 100%

Nashville, TN 4 0 4 100%

TOTALS 17 1 16 94%

Outcomes of  Licensed Dealer Integrity Tests71
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One licensed dealer abided by the law.

 When faced with an investigator who appeared to be 

engaging in a straw purchase, one dealer at a gun show 

in Niles, OH ended the sale.  The dealer asked, “Who’s 

buying what?” and then told the male investigator “It looks 

like it could be for you.  So, all I need you to do is fill out 

a form and we’ll be good.”  The dealer understood that 

background checks prevent sales to criminals – he asked, 

“Can you own a gun?” and stated, “We just want to make 

sure you’re a good guy.”  When the male investigator 

refused to fill out a 4473, the dealer stopped the sale.

Other Conclusions

 While conducting the 17 FFL integrity tests, 

investigators observed clear evidence that dealers 

understood that a person other than the customer 

who chose the gun would complete the paperwork 

and undergo the background check.  

In many cases, dealers welcomed the female • 
investigator posing as a “straw” and explained 

the paperwork. 

While the straw purchaser filled out the • 
paperwork, several dealers discussed with the 

male investigator issues such as warranty or 

ammunition.

In nearly every transaction, the gun was • 
handed back to the man, even though the 

woman had filled out the paperwork, including 

one occasion where the male investigator was 

asked to sign the receipt.
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Failing the FFL Integrity Test
It is a federal felony when a dealer allows someone to fill out the paperwork and undergo the background check but 

that person is not the actual buyer of  the gun. That is called a “straw sale.” Working at six gun shows, investigators 

simulated apparent straw sales at 17 licensed dealers, and 16 dealers completed the apparent straw sale.  Below are 

excerpts from a transaction on August 9, 2009 at a gun show in Nashville, TN, where the investigators bought a Kel-

Tec P-11, a 9 mm semi-automatic handgun, for $303.88 with tax.

Left: Male Dealer in blue jeans and black shirt talks to Male Investigator in white 

pants and black hat.

Right: Female Investigator inspecting a separate vendor.

Left to Right: Male Investigator tests a gun and Male Dealer reaches for a second gun.

Left to Right: Male Investigator, Female Investigator, and Male Dealer.

Left: Male Investigators handing over money.

Right: Male Investigator walking away with gun in bag.

MALE DEALER (MD): Sir, are you looking for anything 
in particular?
MALE INVESTIGATOR (MI): Yeah. I tell you, I’m looking 

for something small. Uh…you know, something… you know… 

but something with a lot of  stopping power. Something that 

hits pretty hard….

MD: Well if  you want stopping power then you’re 
talking caliber.

MI: Alright. Yeah, I’m going to…My friend over here’s to do 

some paperwork for me.

MD: All right.
MI: OK…She….come here…have a seat here and help me out.

MD: How you doing, ma’am? […]
MD: OK, so you need… you know…all right… one 
piece of  ID.

FEMALE DEALER (FD): All right so $303.88.  Here’s your 
license, for you.
MI: OK.. One, Two, Three and Five.  That’s the best I can do.

FD: Oh… That’s fine. […]
FD: There you go. You guys have a good day.  [Handing 
gun in bag to Male Investigator]
MI:  Hey, appreciate it.  Thanks

MD: My pleasure.

MI: OK.  What do I need?

MD:  40 Caliber.  We got that right here.  Here’s 
something small.  It’s a Glock 27 ... 40 caliber ... 
That’ll shoot 180 grain bullet.
MI: OK.

MD: That’s going to hurt […]
MD: Probably this one right here, $375.
MI: Still $375.

MD: You looking to go lower than that?
MI: Yeah

" Male Investigator Approaches Dealer 
While Female Investigator Goes Elsewhere

# Male Investigator Tests Multiple Guns 
and Discusses His Budget 

$ Male Dealer Welcomes Female 
Investigator

% Male Investigator Pays and Walks 
Away with Gun
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Passing the FFL Integrity Test
Only one licensed dealer stopped the apparent straw sale.  Below are excerpts from that transaction on May 17, 2009 

at a gun show in Niles, OH.  

Left: Male Dealer #1 talks to Male Investigator (not pictured).

Right: Female Investigator inspects a separate vendor.

Male Investigator tries two different handguns.

Female Investigator receives 4473 Form.

Left: Male Dealer #2 questions Male Investigator.

Right: Male Dealer #2 instructs Female Dealer to stop the sale.

MALE DEALER #1 (MD1): How’s it going?
MALE INVESTIGATOR (MI): Good. How about yourself ?

MD1: Oh, pretty good.  Can I help you?
MI: Well. I’m looking at…maybe at this Ruger here. Pretty nice.

MD1: Oh yeah. They’re real sweet guns….Got any 
questions?
MI: Uh.. this is uh…15 rounds, right?

MD1: Yes.

FEMALE DEALER (FD): How you doing?
FEMALE INVESTIGATOR (FI): Good

FD: I just need you to just fill out the front of  that form.
FI: All righty.

FD: Thanks […]
FD: Is that the right price?
MI: Uh.. I thought it was $369.  In fact, I’m sure it was.

MALE DEALER #2 (MD2): Who’s buying what?
I: [Inaudible]

MD2: OK. Can you own a gun buddy?
MI: Absolutely

MD2: OK. Do you have a problem filling out a form? […]
MI: Alright, Yeah, no.  I can’t.  I’m, I’m…It’s not going to be my 

gun so I won’t fill out the form.

MD2: Well we won’t put anything in your name.  We just 
want to make sure you’re a good guy.
MI: What form am I going to fill out then?

MD2: Same one she did.
MI: No, Well, I, I’m not going to do that, ‘cause the gun’s not 

for me.

MD2: Void it, baby.

MI: I like this… but I like the feel of  this better.  You know, it’s a 

little lighter in my hand.

MD1: It’s more of  a compact gun
MI: Right

MD1: For carry.
MI: OK

MD1: Taurus is a good gun.  They shoot really well.
MI: [Inaudible] Taurus.

MD1: You want it?
MI: Yup.  Sure do.

MD1:  Alright.  Come on down here to my table.
MI: Baby?  Where’s my girl?  Oh, there she is.

" Licensed Dealer Welcomes Male 
Investigator While Female Investigator 
Goes Elsewhere

# Male Investigator Tries Multiple Guns 
and Chooses One

$ Female Investigator Comes to Fill 
Out Paperwork and Male Investigator 
Discusses Price

% Dealer Ends the Sale
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“Engaged in the Business” at Gun Shows

 It is illegal to “engage in the business” of  selling firearms without obtaining a federal firearms license and 

conducting background checks on buyers.  Courts have considered several indicia – selling numerous guns, selling 

guns regularly, and selling firearms for profit, among others – to determine whether defendants are unlawfully 

“engaged in the business” and not selling occasionally from a personal firearms collection.  Investigators observed 

many private sellers doing brisk business at gun shows – raising the question whether they ought to be licensed and 

running background checks.

Selling Numerous Guns

Sharonville, OH:  A private seller said he sold over 348 SKS assault 

rifles in “just under a year.”

Smyrna, TN (pictured): A private seller reported that he did a 

“pretty good business” in 9 mm handguns and that when it came to 

.45s he sold “as many as he can get.”

Columbus, OH:  Private seller explained “we keep a nice selection.  

We got revolvers…We have nice automatics.  We got modern plastic 

guns.  We got the Glock, we got the Springfield.” When asked if  “You 

sell a lot of  these?”  the seller responded, “Mmm – hm.  A lot.”

Reno, NV: Private seller had over 100 guns on display in twelve 

professionally designed cases.  

Reno, NV:  One private seller said, “believe it or not, we sold mostly 

to dealers.  I bring lots of  stuff  that they don’t have, that they need... 

the next show I’ll bring different stuff….”

Selling Guns Regularly

Columbus, Sharonville and Trotwood, OH:  Two private 

sellers sold guns to investigators at three different shows.  When asked 

if  he is “at all the shows,” one of  them responded, “I try to do that, 

yeah.”  The other private seller said he goes to gun shows “every two 

weeks.”

Columbus, OH (pictured):  A private seller explained that 

he keeps a lot of  long guns in stock because he “does a lot of  

shows out of  state” and can’t sell handguns out of  state. 

One of  four tables from private sellers in Smyrna, TN

Two of  five tables, from long gun seller in Columbus, OH.
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Selling Firearms for Profit

Sharonville, OH (pictured): Private sellers sold 348 assault rifles 

for approximately $174,000 in revenue.

Smyrna, TN:  When an investigator tried to negotiate down the 

price of  a gun, the private seller responded, “I can do a little dealing, 

but I’ve got to watch.  I don’t know what [my partner’s] got in it.”

Selling New-in-the-Box Guns

Niles, OH (pictured): Private seller sold a “new gun” in its Beretta 

box to an investigator.

Trotwood, OH:  After an investigator asked to see a gun, a private 

seller responded, “That one’s brand new… It’s got everything with 

it – all the paperwork, everything.”

Reno, NV:  When asked “are all these [guns] new?” the private 

seller responded, “Some of  them, yeah.”

Reno, NV:  A private seller said that he was firm on the price of  the 

gun because “it’s brand new.”

Buying and Reselling Guns Within a Short 
Period of  Time

Smyrna, TN (pictured): A private seller was offering a handgun 

for sale that he had “just bought.”  When the investigator said, “Oh, 

so you’re turning them then today, huh?” the seller responded “I 

hope to turn one.”

Hiring Employees

Smyrna, TN (pictured): When asked about a price, a private seller 

said he was working for someone else and would check with him.

Sharonville, OH:  A private seller told our investigator that “he 

worked for another guy” who customized the guns for sale.  He also 

said “he’s the dealer…I just work for him.”

Assault rifle being bought in Sharonville, OH

Private seller selling gun he “just bought” in Smyrna, TN

Private seller in Smyrna, TN who explained that he works for 

another private seller

New-in-the-box Beretta sold in Niles, OH
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Illegal sales by private sellers 
undermine law-abiding licensed 
dealers

 When ATF surveyed licensed dealers about 

unlawful activity at gun shows, many “expressed 

frustration that unlicensed persons were able 

to sell to buyers without any paperwork (and 

advertise this fact), leaving the FFL at a competitive 

disadvantage.”72  Not only do private sellers at 

gun shows make anonymous, unrecorded sales, 

they operate with little or no overhead other than 

the minimal fee to rent their tables.  In addition, 

none of  the private sellers who exhibited indicia of  

being illegally “engaged in the business” collected 

sales tax, even though all three states involved in 

this investigation require taxes on frequent, profit-

oriented sales.73 Violation of  these laws defrauds 

state, and often local, governments of  revenue.  

Furthermore, several private sellers used the lack of  

sales tax as a selling point.  For example, one quoted 

a price “no tax, no paperwork.”
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Solution One: Close the 

Gun Show Loophole

 The gun show loophole provides criminals and 

other prohibited purchasers easy access to guns by 

allowing them to sidestep background checks.  The best 

way to stop these illegal sales is to require background 

checks for all sales at gun shows.  

 Nine states and the District of  Columbia have 

passed laws that specifically require checks on at 

least all handguns sold at gun shows.  These states have 

taken slightly different approaches, including requiring 

background checks for all sales at gun shows,74 background 

checks for sales of  all guns regardless of  the venue,75 and 

background checks for all sales of  handguns regardless of  

the venue.76   In addition, seven other states have passed 

laws that require buyers to obtain permits that require 

background checks before purchasing handguns.77  The 

following map details each state’s laws:
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of Background Check Required)

No Gun Show Background Checks By Unlicensed Sellers or Purchase Permits Required
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 State laws aimed at closing the gun show loophole 

appear to reduce the flow of  crime guns from that 

state.  According to a December 2008 report by 

Mayors Against Illegal Guns, states that do not require 

background checks for sales of  handguns at gun shows 

are the sources of  crime guns recovered in other states 

at more than twice the rate of  states that do require 

such background checks.78  Moreover, these state laws 

have not disrupted gun show operations.  California 

regulates private party sales at gun shows by imposing a 

waiting period as well as requiring background checks.  

But gun shows continue there.  In fact, a study of  gun 

shows comparing California to states without such 

restrictions found no statistically significant differences 

in the number of  vendors or attendees.79

 Public sentiment clearly favors closing the gun 

show loophole.  According to a bi-partisan 2008 poll, 

87 percent of  Americans and 83 percent of  gun-

owners favor requiring everyone who sells guns at 

gun shows to conduct criminal background checks on 

the purchasers.  President Obama and Senator John 

McCain have both supported closing the gun show 

loophole.80  In 2004, Senators voted 53 to 48 in favor 

of  an amendment introduced by Senator McCain to 

close the gun show loophole.  However, the legislation 

to which the amendment was attached was never 

passed by Congress.81   

 Two federal bills are pending that would close the 

gun show loophole by requiring background checks on 

all firearm sales at gun shows:  H.R.2324, introduced 

by Representative Mike Castle (R-DE), and S.843, 

sponsored by Senator Frank Lautenberg (D-NJ).  Both 

bills require unlicensed dealers who sell at gun shows 

to have FFLs run background checks on their behalf  

and generate records of  the transfer.82  H.R. 2324 

would also authorize ATF to hire at least 40 additional 

Industry Operations Investigators for the purpose of  

carrying out inspections of  gun shows.
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Solution Two: ATF Should 

Enforce Existing Laws at 

Gun Shows

 Although closing the gun show loophole is an 

important step towards curbing the flow of  illegal 

guns from gun shows, ATF could also reduce the 

flow of  illegal guns by increasing enforcement of  

existing laws at gun shows in the following ways.  

Additional funding for ATF would help the agency 

implement these recommendations.

Recommendation One: Conduct criminal 

enforcement at gun shows without a 

specific target

 Under current practice guidelines, ATF agents 

must have a specific person under suspicion to 

conduct a criminal investigation at a gun show.  ATF 

agents’ discretion should be broadened to allow 

investigations when intelligence, arrest debriefings, 

and cooperating witnesses suggest that a particular 

show is a site of  problematic firearms sales – even 

when intelligence does not identify an individual 

suspect.  ATF should also issue new guidance to 

special agents and investigators that allow agents to 

conduct comprehensive residency checks at shows 

known to be major sources of  trafficked guns.

Recommendation Two: Investigate 

problematic private sellers

 ATF should collect intelligence, using trace 

data, witness interviews, and undercover operations 

to identify sellers at gun shows who appear to 

be “engaged in the business” of  selling firearms 

without a license.  Investigations could examine sales 

volume and profits as well as document whether 

problematic gun sellers appear at multiple shows.  

ATF should also conduct undercover integrity tests 

similar to those used in this investigation to identify 

private sellers who illegally sell to prohibited 

buyers and FFLs who sell to straw purchasers at 

gun shows.

Recommendation Three: Identify whether 

recovered crime guns were purchased at 

gun shows

 ATF does not consistently identify whether 

traced guns were purchased at gun shows, even 

though FFLs are required to identify whether the 

sale took place at a gun show and identify the gun 

show’s location in response to Question 19 on Form 

4473.  When National Tracing Center personnel 

trace a particular gun, they should routinely ask 

the FFL in possession of  the form whether the 

recovered gun was purchased at a gun show and 

determine the show’s location.  The failure to 

include this information in a trace report deprives 

ATF and local law enforcement of  important clues 

about which gun shows are favored by persons 

involved in the illegal diversion of  firearms.

Recommendation Four: Increase resources 

for ATF to enforce existing laws at gun 

shows

 ATF also needs more resources to effectively 

enforce existing laws at gun shows.  For example, 

ATF has set a goal of  inspecting licensed dealer 

at least once every three years, but because of  
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limited staff  it is only inspecting dealers two to 

three times less often.  In many cities ATF has set 

up task forces with local law enforcement.  With 

added resources, these task forces could support 

coordinated enforcement activities at gun shows.  

Adding resources may be particularly urgent in 

states along the southwest border, where ATF 

has reported that gun shows are a major source 

of  guns illegally trafficked into Mexico.  ATF is 

underfunded compared to similar federal agencies 

– in 2009, the anticipated budget for the Drug 

Enforcement Administration, for example, is more 

than twice that of  ATF.83
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APPENDIX

Show Details

Total

Private 

Seller 

Integrity 

Tests

Passed

Integrity 

Tests

Failed 

Integrity 

Tests

Percent 

Integrity 

Tests 

Failed Guns Purchased and Price

Trotwood, OH

May 2-3, 2009 

Venue: Hara Arena

Promoter: Bill Goodman’s 

Gun and Knife Shows

2 0 2 100%
• Laseraim .45; $500

• Hi-Point 9mm; $190

Niles, OH

May 16-17, 2009

Venue: Eastwood Expo Center

Promoter: Niles Gun Show, Inc.

7 4 3 43%
• Glock 23 .40 Caliber; $550

• H&K P9S 9MM; $825

• Beretta PX4 Storm 9mm; $625

Sharonville, OH 

May 30-31, 2009

Venue: Sharonville 

Convention Center

Promoter: Bill Goodman’s 

Gun and Knife Shows

6 2 4 67%

• Beretta Cougar 8045F .45 ACP; $485

• Kel-Tec .380; $400

• American Derringer 9mm; $400

• SKS Carbine Assault Rifle; $500

Smyrna, TN 

June 27-28, 2009

Venue: Tennessee Expo Center

Promoter: R.K. Gun Shows, Inc.

4 2 2 50%
• Kel-Tec CNC Model P11; $265

• Kel-Tec; $350

Columbus, OH

July 11-12, 2009

Venue: Westland Mall

Promoter: C & E Gun Shows
6 1 5 83%

• CZ-USA .40 Caliber Model CZ 75B; $550

• Colt .45 Caliber Automatic; $900

• Springfield Armory Model XD-9 9mm; $480 

• SKS Carbine (Chinese); 7.62 x 39 Caliber; $350

• Jennings Firearms “Bryco 38” .380 Auto; $150

Nashville, TN 

Aug. 8-9, 2009

Venue: Tennessee 

State Fairgrounds

Promoter:  Bill Goodman’s 

Gun and Knife Shows

3 1 2 67%
• Hi-Point Model CF380; $100

• H&K P9S 9MM; $825

Reno, NV 

Aug. 16-18, 2009

Venue: Grand Sierra Casino

Promoter: Big Reno Gun Shows

5 1 4 80%

• Beretta Px4 Storm .40 Auto Pistol; $598

• Llama Minima X45 Sub Compact .45; $500

• Sig Sauer P230 .380; $725

• Jennings 9mm; $400

TOTALS 33 11 22 67%
• Twenty semi-automatic handguns

• Two SKS Assault Rifles

Table 1: Summary of  Private Seller Integrity Tests
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Show Details

Total 
Licensed 
Dealer 
Integrity 
Tests

Passed
Integrity 
Tests

Failed 
Integrity 
Tests

Percent 
Integrity 
Tests 
Failed Guns Purchased and Price

Trotwood, OH
May 2-3, 2009 
Venue: Hara Arena
Promoter: Bill Goodman’s 
Gun and Knife Shows

2 0 2 100% • Taurus PT 145 .45 ACP; $363.75

• Taurus PT 92 AFS 9mm; $491.13

Niles, OH
May 16-17, 2009
Venue: Eastwood Expo Center
Promoter: Niles Gun Show, Inc.

3 1 2 67% • Hi-Point 9mm; $169.33

• Smith & Wesson 9mm; $364.00

Sharonville, OH 
May 30-31, 2009
Venue: Sharonville 
Convention Center
Promoter: Bill Goodman’s 
Gun and Knife Shows

3 0 3 100%
• Hi-Point C9 9mm Luger; $191.65

• Taurus 9mm PT III Pro; $395.00

• Ruger 9mm P95; $421.00

Smyrna, TN 
June 27-28, 2009
Venue: Tennessee Expo Center

Promoter: R.K. Gun Shows, Inc.

4 0 4 100%
• Taurus Millennium PT1 40 Pro; $437.04

• Kel-Tec P11; $325.00

• Hi-Point C9 9mm Luger; $174.00

• Hi-Point C9 9mm; $196.20

Columbus, OH
July 11-12, 2009
Venue: Westland Mall

Promoter: C & E Gun Shows

1 0 1 100% • Smith & Wesson 9mm; $373.57

Nashville, TN 
Aug. 8-9, 2009
Venue: Tennessee 

State Fairgrounds

Promoter:  Bill Goodman’s 
Gun and Knife Shows

4 0 4 100%
• Bersa Fire Storm .380; $284.05

• Kel-Tec P-11 9mm Luger; $303.88

• Hi-Point Model C9 9mm Luger; $190.00

• Kel-Tec P-11 9mm Luger; $271.11

TOTALS 17 1 16 94% • Sixteen semi-automatic handguns

Table 2: Summary of  Licensed Dealer Integrity Tests
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